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EXTENSION OF WIENER'S TAUBERIANIDENTITY
AND MULTIPLIERS ON THE MARCINKIEWICZSPACE
BY

KA-SINGLAU1
Abstract.
This is a continuation of the work of Bertrandias, Lee and Lau on
Wiener's generalized harmonic analysis. Among the other results, we extend Wiener's
Tauberian identity to cover a larger class of functions; we characterize the multipliers on the Marcinkiewicz space 9112, and we obtain a Tauberian theorem on 'DU2
with full generality.

1. Introduction. For a complex valued Borel measurable function/on R such that
lim T^x (2T)~xfJT\f(x) \2 dx exists, Wiener [13] defined the integrated Fourier transformation iWiener transformation) g = Wif) of /as
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He then introduced a Tauberian theorem and proved that the mean square module
of the above function /equals the quadratic variation of its transformation g, i.e.
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|g(« + e) - g(u - e) |2 du.

The above transformation and identity were used by Wiener to study the spectra of
certain important classes of functions which are not covered by classical harmonic

analysis (cf. [13,15,16]).
For each/ E L2Xoc(R),we let
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and 91t2 = {/: / E L2Xoc(R),\\f \\ < oo}. We call 91t2 the Marcinkiewicz space [10].
For any Borel measurable function g on R, let
1/2

Igll = Hgll^

lim (¿
E-0+

\

r\g(u
"OO

+ E)-g(u-E)\2du)
/

and T2 = (g: g is Borel measurable and ||g|| < oo}. Such a class of functions was
first investigated by Hardy and Littlewood [5] and is called the integrated Lipschitz
class. By identifying functions whose differences have zero norm, both 91t2 and T2
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are Banach spaces [9]. Note that the identity (1.2) implies that W is an isometry on
the nonlinear subspace

^li2 = Í/6*2:
{

lim ^= (T\f(x) I2dx exists).

T^oo ¿1 J-T

I

In [9] Lee and the author have proved that the Wiener transformation W is actually
an isomorphism from 91t2 onto °V2 and the exact isomorphic constants are found. In
[8], the author has investigated the class of convolution operators on <5?TL2,
and on T2
under the Wiener transformation. It is the main purpose of the present paper to
carry on this study. Among the other results we extend Wiener's Tauberian identity
(1.2) to a larger class of functions; we obtain different characterizations of multipliers on CDTL2,
and we give a Tauberian theorem on 91t2 with full generality.
Our paper is organized as follows.
In §2, we present some pertinent results, and use the Wiener transformation to
obtain a characterization of the closed subspace 91t2 of functions / in 91t2 which are
continuous under translation, i.e. IIta/ —f\\ -> 0 as h -» 0. The space 91t2 is the
most important subspace in 91t in our consideration.
In §3, the main result is Lemma 3.3. By using this, we offer an alternative proof of
Wiener's Tauberian identity (1.2) and extend the identity to larger classes of
functions (Theorem 3.4, Theorem 3.5).
In §4, we use Lemma 3.3 to study the covariance functions and spectral measures

of/in91t2.
The main theorems of this paper are in §5. For any operator $ on 91t2, the Wiener
transformation defines a unique operator O on T2 which satisfies

W(4>f) = &(Wf),

/G91t2.

If $ is a convolution operator defined by $(/) = p * f, f E 91t2, where p is a
bounded regular Borel measure, then í> is given by $(g) = fi ■g, g E (Y2, where fi
is the Fourier-Stieltjes transformation of p. [8]. Let (th)~ be the strong operator
closure of the subspace generated by the translation operators Thf, h E R. For
/ G 91t2, let (Thf)~ be the closed subspace generated by rhf, h G R. An operator <í>:

91t2 - 91t2 is called subordinate [3,11] if <D(/) E <ta/>" for all /G 91tc2.We
prove the following theorem (Theorem 5.3).
Theorem A. Let $ be a bounded operator on 91t2; then the following are equivalent:
(i) 0 is subordinative;
(ii)$G<TA>-;

(iii) $ belongs to the strong operator closure of the convolution operators;
(iv) there exists a unique <j>E Q( R ), the space of bounded continuous functions on

R, such that $"(g) = <j>
■g for all g E %2.
We remark that Bertrandias [3] also showed that each subordinate operator $
corresponds to a <j>E Q( R ) through some abstract representations. Our approach is
quite different from his. We will call $ a multiplier on 91t2 if it satisfies either one of
the above conditions. Also, we prove that (Theorem 5.2)
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Theorem B. // we identify the space of multipliers on 91t2 with Q(F), then the
strong operator topology is stronger than the topology of uniform convergence on
compact subsets of R. Moreover, the two topologies coincide on bounded subsets of
ChiR).
Let 91t2 denote the subspace of regular functions in 91t2, i.e. limr_£ x //+a | /|2 = 0

for all a > 0, and let 91t2(.= 91t2 n 91t2.
Theorem C. Theorems A and B also hold for 91t2c. In addition, if we assume that the
restriction o/$ to F2(F) is a bounded linear operator on F2(F), then $ is a multiplier

on 91t2cif and only if<&satisfies:
(i)$TA = Th$Vh G R;

(ii) lim^

¿Ho | Xr®(f) - ®(xTf) I2= 0

where Xt 's tne characteristic function on [-T, T].

The conclusion on the subspace 91t2 is different from 91t2 and 91t2c.The following
result is a special case of Theorem 5.8, Corollary 5.9: Let M denote the set of fi
where p is a bounded regular Borel measure on R. Consider fi as an operator on °\T2
(= IP(91t2)); then the strong operator topology, the operator norm topology, and the
uniform topology (as a subspace of Ch(R)) on M coincide.
As a direct application of the multiplier theorems, we obtain the following
Tauberian theorem in §6. This generalizes a result of Wiener [16, Theorem 29;

8, Theorem 4.3].
Theorem D. Let $ be a multiplier on 91t2 such that O G Ch(R ) is nonvanishing. Let

f E 91t2satisfy
lim ±

7-^00

ÍT\ <D/|2= 0.

Z.1 J-T

Then for any multiplier ^ on 91tc,

lim ^=[T\*f\2

T-cc

¿1

J-T

= 0.

The author wishes to thank Professor P. Masani and Dr. R. Nelson for bringing
his attention to these problems in the seminar. Thanks also go to Professor I.
Dimovski for some stimulating conversation while the author was visiting the
Bulgarian Academy of Sciences.
2. Preliminaries. Let 91t2, °V2 and W be defined as in §1. When there is no
confusion, we will use the same notation/ G 91t2 (T2) to denote the function/on R
as well as the equivalence class of functions in 91t2 (T2, respectively). A function
/G91t2
is called regular if limr_±00 2ffr + l \f(x) \2 dx = 0, or equivalently,

limr^±00 ifÍT+a \f(x) I2dx = 0 for all a > 0. We will use 91t2 to denote the closed
subspace of all regular functions. Let rh, h G R, denote the translation operator
defined by Thf(x) —fix + h). A function /G 91t2 is said to be continuous under
translation if || rhf —f II -> 0 as h -» 0. We will let 91t2 denote the class of functions

and let 91t2.= 91t2 n 91t2.
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Let M be the space of bounded regular Borel measures on R and let Mx denote the
subspace of measures with finite first moment. In [8], we proved that each p E M,
defines a convolution operator $> on 91t2 by 0^( f) — p*f (pointwise). The definition can be extended to all p E M by taking limits under the strong operator
topology.
Proposition
2.1. For each p E M, the convolution operator $Mis a bounded linear
operator on 91t2 with ll^ll^
= IIAHoc wnere fi >s me Fourier transformation of p.

Let ÓDI/2denote the class of bounded functions <f>on R and satisfy <j>iu+ e) —
<j>iu)— o(e1/2) uniformly on u. For each g G T2, we can choose a g' G "í2 n F2

such that llg-g'l|ÍT2

= 0 [9,Theorem 3.3]. We define <j>-g,for <j>E ój)'72 and

g G T2, to be the equivalent class in °V2 containing the pointwise multiplication

4>■g'. This multiplication is well defined [8] and
_

(2.1)

||*-g||=

Hm

/

1

,00

7-1

\'/2

|<i,(«)|2|g(M

+ e)-g(M-e)|2rfM

.

Also it was proved in [8, Theorem 3.6] that
Proposition 2.2. Let W: 91t2 -> T2 be the Wiener transformation; then for any
pE M such that fi E tyx/2,

Wip*f) = p-Wif)

V/G91t2.

It is easy to show that if p G M and the first moment exists, then fi E 6¡)x/2.In the
following, we will make use of the above proposition to give a useful characterization
of functions in 91t2. This generalizes a result of Wiener [16, p. 160].

Theorem 2.3. Fe// G 91t2and let g = W(f). ThenfE 91t2if and onlyif
(2.2)

lim lim — /
•4->on»->n+

+ /

¿E J_ao

I g(w + e) - g(u - e) I2du = 0.

Ja

der the sequence of functions {/>„}"=, where
Proof. Let/ G 91t2; consider
Pn(x)

2

n

* n2x2 + 1 '

It is easy to show that \\p„\\x = 1, the Fourier transformation of pn is e~^/n and
belongs to 6D1/2. We claim that \\p„* f —f\\-> 0 as n -* oo. Indeed, for any

0 < e < 1, there exists a 8 > 0 such that for 0 < | y | < S, || Tyf - f || < e/2, and there
exists an «0 such that for n > n0,

L

RM-8,8]

Pn(y)\dy<

411/

Hence for n > n0,

^f_TT\pn*f(x)-f(x)\2dx<±£\fjf(x-y)-f(x))Pn(y)dy\2dx
^fSs(iffy(x-y)-f(x)\2dx)pn(y)dy

E

+ 2'
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By letting F-> oo, we have \\pn * f —f\\2 < e. This completes the proof of the

claim. Now by Proposition 2.2,

(W(f-p„

»/))(«)

= (1 - e-M/»)g(„),

u G R.

Since W is an isomorphism from 91L2onto T2,
_

1

yOO

lim Hm—/

-j

(1-e-1"17")

|g(t/ + e)-g(«-e)|2du

= 0.

That | 1 — e"1"'7"|> \ for | u \ > n implies equality (2.2). To prove the sufficiency, we
note that

(2.3)

(W(f-Thf))(u)

= (\-e'h»)g(u),

uER.

For e > 0, there exists an A0 such that for A > A0
lim — /

+/

Choose 8 such that for \h\<8,

\g(u + e) -g(u-E)\2du<

| 1 - e'hu |< e/2||g||2

-.

for u E[-A0,A0\.

Hence for

g e T2,
11(1-e",")g||2=

lim —/
f-0+

|l-e'A"|2|g(M

<Km"^-/
f^0+
E
=£-=

2

+ £)-g(M-e)|2í/M

(by (2.1))

Z£-'-oo

+ /"
¿£Jl-A.A]
E

2

|1 -e'/,"|2|g(M

+ e)-g(M-£)|2£/M

JR\[-A,A]

£

It follows from the isomorphism of W and equation (2.3) that IIta/ —/|| ^0

A -0.

as

D

3. Some lemmas. In this section, we will develop some lemmas which lead to

Theorems 3.4, 3.5 and Proposition 4.3.
Let <S denote the set of complex Borel measurable functions on [0, oo) such that
supr>0 rIo\f(x)
| dx < oo. Let ®, denote the subset of all fE%
such that
supr>0 rfo\f(x)
| dx < 1. For any complex Borel measurable function h on R, we
will let h\x) = ess suprSx | hit) | , x > 0. It is clear that h is a decreasing function on

R.
Lemma 3.1. Let h be defined on (0, oo) such that h is integrable on (0, co). Then
(i) lima^0+ ahia) = 0, \imß^xßhiß)
= 0;

(ii) lima^o+ iôfiTx)hix)dx
/G®, andT>0.

= 0, Xim^x¡¡?fiTx)hix)dx

= 0 uniformly for all

Proof, (i) follows easily from the fact that A is decreasing and integrable. To
prove the first expression in (ii), we observe that for any / G <&,, a, T > 0, by
changing a variable with t = Fx we have

(3.1)

1/7(7*)
dx
KO

a •

aT

faTf(t)dt
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Let pia, x] = hix + ) — hia + ). Since h is decreasing, ju is a negative measure. For
any F, a > 0,

\ f f(Tx)h(x) dx\< r|/(rjc)|A(*)dx
K0

I

■'0

= (/7(F*)ä)a(/?) - f°(f*f(Tx)dx)dpix)
< ahia) — I xdp(x)

— j h(x)dx.

This completes the proof. The second identity is proved in [9, Proposition 4.2(ii)].

D
Lemma 3.2. Let h be as in Lemma 3.1. For any e > 0, let 0 < a < ß be such that (i)

ahia), ßhiß) < e, (ii) | ¡Sf\Tx)h(x) dx\,\ ¡¡?f'(Tx)h(x) dx\<£ for all f E $„
F > 0. Letf G <$,, 0 <a<band0^c^\
satisfy
1 CT

<e

-f) f(x)dx

VTE[a,b].

Then

\

\Jn

f(Tx)h(x) dx - c

Jn

(8+ ||A||,)e

h(x)dx

VF

a

b_

a'

ß

Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume that h has finite variation on any
bounded intervals. Let ph(a, x] = h(x + ) — h(a + ). Then integration by parts and
(3.1) yield

fy(Tx)h(x)dx=l[ß-^ffoßTf(x)dx]jh(ß)-i[a-^ffoarf(x)dx]jh(a)

Hence for any T E [a/a, b/ß]

/ f(Tx)h(x)

Ko

dx - c

•'0

h(x)dx \< \
I

Ka

<c(ßh(ß)

f(Tx)h(x)

-ah(a)

+ e(ß\h(ß)\

dx - c

•'al

h(x) dx + 4e

- fßxdph(x)\ - fßh(x)dx

+a|A(a)|

+\fßxdph(x)\

+ 4e

(by (3.2) and by the hypothesis on c)

<e(8 + ||A||,).
The following is our main lemma.

Ü
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Lemma 3.3. Let h be as in Lemma 3.1 and let f G <$,. Suppose there exists c > 0 and
two sequences {F„} and {An} such that:
(i)lim„^00F„

= oo andlimn^xiAn/Tn)

(ii) am^M/SJfi'fix)

= oo;

dx = cfor all Sn E [F„,F„ + A„].

Then there exists a sequence {Fn'} with \imn^Q0T¡l = oo and
/•OO

/.OO

lim / /(Fn'x)A(x) dx = c I hix)dx.
n -> oo ' 0

•'o

Proof. For any e > 0, let e, = e/(8 + IIA||,). Let a, ß be the corresponding
number for e, as in Lemma 3.2. Let n0 be such that for n > n0,

kT™dx

<e,

VT(=[TH,T„+A„]

and
>" — >-^ e-i

ß

(by(0).

By Lemma 3.2,
I /«OO

FM FH

/.OO

/ /(Fx)A(x)

Kn

dx — c j

Jn

A(x) dx <e

VF G

In particular, if we let e = ^ and let T'mbe F„ /a
lim„,^00F;, = oo and
/•OO

« > «o-

/8

(which depends on m), then

/.OO

lim / fiT'mx)hix)dx = c\

m —•oo •'O

0

hix)dx.

D

As an immediate application of the above lemma, we will extend the Wiener
identity to a larger class of functions. Let Xa denote the characteristic function of a
set A.

Theorem 3.4. Let f0 E %2. Let (F„}, {An} be as in Lemma 3.3 with c = II/0II9^2,
and let A=
\\W(f)\\^2.

Un0=I[Fn,F„ + An\. Then the function f = f0-XA satisfies 11/II9^ =

We remark that such an/is

easy to obtain by taking {Tn}, {An} sufficiently large.

Proof. Let g = W(f). Then
1 fx

g(u +e)-g(u-e)=

—

2*J-K

dx

f(x)-

/•OO

=rJ->):

dx.

Hence (TEg— T_Eg)is the Fourier transformation of vi?/(*)sin ex/x. The Plancherel

Theorem implies that
J_

r00 , ,

.

x

/

xn .

■C Ig(u + e) - g(u -E)\2du=±
2ej_.

1 rœ

p

\f(x) \2^^dx
7TX

cm

2 • 2

sin x
■nx

dx.
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By taking Fix) = (\f(x) |2 + \fi~x) \2)/2 and h(x) = 2sin2 x/ttx2,
_

/•OO

\\Wf\\«i*= Um / FiTx)hix)dx.
Similarly, we can define F0 for/0. Lemma 3.3 implies that
/.OO

11/11^2= lim / FiT^x)hix)dx<\\Wf\\^i
n-* oo ^0

for some sequence {T¿} diverging to oo. On the other hand, since/ G ÖW2
_

/-OO

_

11^/11^2= lim / F(Tx)h(x)dx<
r- oo 7o

/•OO

lim / F0(Fx)A(x) dx
r- oo •'o

= H^(/o)lU-2=ll/0ll^=ll/ll^-

□

A function / G 91t2 is said to have slow oscillating quadratic mean if for any e > 0,
there exists a positive function </>£
on [ 0, oo) such that:
(i)hm^00(<i»£(F)/F)=oo;
(ii) there exists Tc such that for F > Te

^¡TJfix)\2 dx - ^¡TJfix)\2 dx <e

VF' G [F, T+$(T)].

It is clear that if / G 6llí2, then / has slow oscillating quadratic mean by taking
<peiT) = eT2.

Theorem

3.5. Suppose /G91t2

and has slow oscillating quadratic mean; then

Uf\W>=\\W(f)\\v2.
Proof. By choosing {F„} such that

1 ct„
lim —/'
I/)2 = 11/11^2
and by the same proof as the last theorem, we have 11/11^ < WWfW^i. To prove
the reverse inequality, we let (Fn'} be a sequence diverging to oo and
/.OO

lim / F(rnx)h(x)

n-»oo •'0

dx = \\Wf\

<V2

For each e = j, there exist ak, ßk satisfying the conditions (i) and (ii) in Lemma 3.2.
Choose a subsequence {F„' } of (Fn'} such that Tk = akT'n — oo as k -» oo, and

lim

2 (TkFix)dx
i

k - oo FA Jn
^0

exists. The sequence of intervals [Tk, Tk + <px/kiTk)] satisfies the conditions
Lemma 3.3, and from the proof of Lemma 3.3, the sequence {F„' } satisfies

F(T^ x)h(x) dx = lim — / kF(x)dx.
-0

*

k-oo

' k •'0

This implies that
|jy(/)||T2=

1
lim --[TkF(x)dx^
k - oo -<* •'0

ll/ll^a.

D
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3.6 (Wiener). Supposef G %2; then II/ II^ = || Wf II^2.

4. The covariance functions and measures. Let / G 91t2 and let

cT(h) = ^jTJ(x

+ h)J(x)dx.

Then [cT}T>0 is a family of uniformly bounded continuous,
functions on R. Consider {cT}T>0 as a subset of the space of
functions on R with the topology of pointwise convergence, it is
compact set {\¡/: \ \p(h) |< k VA G R} for some k > 0. Moreover,
topology of pointwise convergence and the topology of uniform
compact sets of R coincide [4, §5]. Let

positive definite
complex valued
contained in the
on {cT}T>0, the
convergence on

00

Cf= H {cT:T>k},
k=]

i.e. Cf is the set of limit points of {cT}T>0 as F -» 00. Each </>G C¡ is positive definite
and <¡>
is continuous (since / G 91t2). For each c E Cf the Bochner Theorem yields a
bounded regular Borel measure p satisfying

c(A)=

(e,h"dp(u),

h ER.

JR

Let g G cï2 and let pe be a bounded regular Borel measure on R defined by

^(E)^j-efE\g(u

+ E)-g(u-E)\2du,

where F is a bounded Borel subset in R. Let D denote the weak* limit of the set

{<xJ£>oas e -> 0, i.e. Dg = n5>0{ix£:0 < e < 8}.
For/ G 91t2 and lim^oo rrfTTf(x + h)f(x)dx which exists for all A ER, Wiener
[13] proved that both Cf and Dg, g— W(f), are single points and they are related by
the formula
rT

(4.1)

-

1 r°°

lim — / f(x + h) f(x) dx = lim— /

e'hu | g(u + e) - g(u - e) \2 du,

i.e., c(A) = fxxeihu dp(u) where {p} = Dg.
Theorem

4.1. Given any bounded regular Borel measure p on R, there exists a

g G T2 such that Dg = {p}.
Proof.

Let c(A) = JRe'h"dp(u). In [3], Bertrandias constructed a function/G

%2 n 91t2 such that

c(A)= hm ¿ fTf(x + h)J(x)dx VAG R.
r-. 00 21 J_t

Let g - W(f). It follows from (4.1) that Dg consists of a unique measure and equals

p.

D
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Lemma 4.2. Let /G 91t2 and let g= Wif).

Suppose f satisfies the following

conditions: for any compact subset K in R, there exist two sequences {Tn} and {Sn} such

that:
(i) limn-00 T„ = oo, lim^JSyFJ

= oo;

(ii) lim^«, i\/2T'n)H'»fix + h)f(x) dx exists and equals c(A) VF„'G [T„, T„ + S„],
hEK.
Then there exists a sequence {e„} which converges to zero and

lim—
„-oo

/

e,hu\giu

+eJ-giu-En)\2du

= cih)

VA G K.

2en J_oa

Proof. Note that eih\giu + e) — g(« - e)) and (g(w + e) — g(« — e)) are the
Fourier transformations of the functions
[2 ,,

, sin ex

\ - f(x + h)V 77

X

[2 ft

\smex

and \ - f(x)]¡ 7T

X

respectively. Hence
1 rx

■ u,

Y£i/"h\8(u

,

x

/

\ ,7 ,

+ e)-g(u-E)\2du

fx Â x + A \ J x\

= fj(-7~)f(-)—rdx.

sin2 x ,

We then apply Lemma 3.3 to F(x) = {(f(x + h)f(x) + f(~(x + h))f(-x))

and

A(x) = 2sin2 x/ttx2 to obtain the conclusion.
□
The following proposition will play an important role in the next section.
Proposition
4.3. Let {pn} be a sequence of positive regular Borel measures on R
with \\pn || < 1. Then there exists a g E °ï2 such that Dg contains {p„}.

Proof. For each pn, there exists an/„ G ^lí2 fl 91t2 such that
rT

-

lim — / f„ix + h)f„ix)dx=
r-oo

11 J-T

/*°°

[

eihudpniu)

VA G F

•'-oo

(Theorem 4.1). We will construct an/ G 91t2 in the following manner: define a new
sequence of functions by
'l=/l.

'4=/l.

'2=/l.

h=Í2-

'3=/2.

/6=/3'etC-

For each /„, we will let cn be the corresponding covariance function and let

cl(h) = ±j\(x

+ h)\Jx)dx.

Let Ax = 0. Suppose we have chosen An and have defined / on [0, A„]\ let Bn > An
be such that

-±-fA"fix + h)fix)dx <^

VA G [-2»,2"].
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Define/

= 0 on [An, Bn] U [-Bn, -An\. Since cTn-* cn, T -» oo uniformly

on compact

sets, there exists T„ > Bn such that for T> Tn,

B

cT~Hh)-cn(h)

<^

VA G [-2",2"].

Let/1,!+| = T2 and let

}{X)

\lnix

+ Bn),

îorxE[-An+x,-Bn].

Inductively, we can define the function / on R. For each fixed m, there exists
infinitely many c„ equal to cm. For each fixed compact subset K in R, we can show
that the conditions in Lemma 4.2 are satisfied (with c(A) replaced by cm(A)). Hence
there exists a sequence {e„} which converges to zero and
lim—/

eihu\g(u + e„)-g(u-en)\2du

= cm(h)

VA G K.

h — oo Z.En J_œ

By using a diagonal method, we can actually obtain a sequence £'nsuch that
lim—/

e'A»|g(u

+ e;)-g(W-£;)|2JM

= cm(A)

VA G R.

n —oo ■<-£„•'-oo

This implies that
/OO

•.

~

e/*-rf/ie.(«) = //.CO e'^rf/i».

-00

-00

Hence {pn} C Dg. D
Remark 1. If the sequence {pn} in the above proposition is supported by a
compact set, then {pn} is a precompact set in the weak topology induced by CA(F),
where CbiR) is the space of bounded continuous functions on R. This implies that
the corresponding continuous positive definite function {c„} is a precompact subset
in the topology of uniform convergence on compact sets [4, §5]. Hence we can show
that c„(A) — c„(0) uniformly on n as A -> 0 and IIThfn —fn || — 0 uniformly

A — 0. These and the construction

on n as

of / imply that Hta/ —/|| -» 0 as A -» 0, i.e.

/G91t2.
Remark 2. Each/, in the above proposition is in the class üllí2, hence each/, is in
91t2. It follows from the construction that / is also in 91t2.

5. Multipliers. (A) On 91t2. Let ^^ be defined as in §2. For each <j>G ÚD1/2,we
consider <pas a bounded linear operator on T2 defined by <jSg. Let T/ denote the
image of 91t2 under W. Let bJcdenote the strong operator topology on L'D1/2and on
ChiR), the space of bounded continuous functions on R and let %Q denote the
topology of uniform convergence on compact subsets of R.
Proposition

5.1. On aùx/2, the topology 5"t.is stronger than the topology %&, and

the two topologies coincide on bounded subsets ofty.
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Proof. Let Dk be the set of point mass measures 8r where r is a rational in [-k, k].
Proposition 4.3 and its Remark 1 yields a function g0 G "{2 with Dgo C Dk. Hence
forany</> G 6ÙX/2,
_

/-OO

ll*-g0H^= lim ill
_

=

l*C") I \sáu + e)-gQiu-E)\2du

/.OO

lim /
E^0+

/itu,

/-OO

|*(«)|2dfie(i<)

=

sup

-°o
/oo

(by (2.1))

/

\<p(u)\2dp(u)

/1efli/-oo

I </>(«)|2í//í(m) =

-oo

sup

I <p(u) |2.

pB[-k,k]

This implies that 9"cis stronger than ^16. To prove the second assertion, let F be a

bounded subset in tyx/2 and let {</>„},
<t>be in B with <í>„
-» <¡>
in %S. Let g G %2;
then for any r/ > 0, there exists y40and e0 such that for A > A0, 0 < e < e0,
/—A

2s

/*oo

+ /

ti

|g(« + e) -g(w

- e) |2 öfw< jr

(by Theorem 2.3)

where k is the bound of functions in B. Let n0 be such that for « > n0,
SUp

|(<f.„-«i,)(x)|<y^.

îê[-/1,/1]

¿Hg"

Then for « > n0,
_

ll(*,-*)-glk'=

/.OO

umT7/

|<í>»-<í>(")|2|g("

+ e)-g(M)|2¿w

CA
1 t*
| g(« + e) - g(u - e) |2 dw

Hm — /

2||Ä||,^+2«^

+2A: lim ^- f A + C \g(u + e) - g(u - e) |2 du
e^0+

^£•'-00

JA

<T).

This completes the proof. D
Let <i>G Cb(R); there exists a bounded sequence of functions {</>„}in ^lx/2
converging to <¡>uniformly on compact sets. By Proposition 5.1, <j>defines an
operator on %2 by <?Vg= lim^^^-g
(the limit is taken in the sense of T2). It
follows from (2.1) and again Proposition 5.1 that
_

(5.1)

H-g\\^

1

/«OU

= lim — /

\<t>(u)\2\g(u + £)-g(u-E)

\2du.

As a consequence, we have

Theorem 5.2. FAe space 6DI/2 in Proposition 5.1 can be replaced by Cb(R).

Let ( ta ) denote the strong operator closure of the subspaces generated by the set
of translation operators. Let (ta/)~
be the closed subspace generated by ta/,
A G R. An operator $: 91t2 -* 91t2 is called subordinative [3,10] if $(/) G <ta/>_
for all/ G 91t2. For each $: 91t2 -» 91t2 we will use $" to denote the unique operator

on %2 satisfying W($f) = ®(Wf),fE

91t2.
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Theorem
equivalent:

5.3. Let Í» be an operator on 91t2; then the following conditions are

(i) 3>is subordinative;
(ii)<PG<TA>-;

(iii) $ belongs to the strong operator closure of the set of convolution operators;

(iv) there exists a <j>G Ch(R ) such that $ g = <¡>
■g Vg G T/.
We remark that Bertrandias has proved that $ is subordinate on 91t2cif and only
if 0 corresponds to a <¡>G CbiR) through some abstract representations [3].
Proof, (ii) =>(i) is clear. To prove (i) =>(ii), we suppose $ G (t^)-; there exist

/ G 91t2, / G (91t2)* such that <$/, /)> supAeR(ta/, />. This implies that O/is not
in the closed subspace generated by ta/, A ER, and is a contradiction.
(ii) =»(iii) is obvious.
(iii) =>(iv). Let M denote the set of bounded regular Borel measures on R and let

Mx = IpEM:

/|jc|iZ|/i|<oo|.

Let M , Mx denote the Fourier-Stieltjes transformation of the measures in M and
Af, respectively. It is known that Mx is dense in (Af, )" under the %C topology. By
Theorem 5.2, M, is dense in (Af, )" under the strong operator topology ?FC.Hence
for any 0 G M~, there exists a sequence {pn} in Af, such that pn -* $ in 9"c. This
implies fin -» $ in %6 for some function $ G Cb(R). By Proposition 2.2 and that
¡û„ G öß172, we have

$g = lim ;x„(g) = lim A„ -g = «Í»-g
«-•OO

Vg G Tc2.

rt~* CO

(iv) =>(ii). Note that <ta")"

Theorem 5.2, <ta">"= Cb(R).

contains all trigonometric

polynomials,

and by

D

We will call an operator 0 on 91t2 a multiplier if it satisfies either one of the above
conditions.
(B) On 91t2.. In the proof of Proposition 5.1, the function/we
have constructed
can actually be taken in 91t2c(Remarks 1,2 of Proposition 4.3). Hence all the results
in §5(A) can be carried to 91t2f. In the following, we will give one more characterization of the multipliers on 91t2cconcerning the commutation of €>and ta, A G R.

Lemma 5.4. Let f E 91t2,

cT(h)= ±f*f(x + h)7fôdx
and pT be the measure defined by cT(h) = fR e'h" dp(u), A G R. Then for any e > 0,
there exists an A such that pT(R\[-A, A]) < e for all T > F0.

Proof. The proof is similar to Theorem 2.3; we let

PAX)- V~
2 2,,'
Vv n x + 1
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then HpnIIi = 1 and p*(u) = e~^/n. By a standard argument, we can show that for
any e > 0, there exists F0, n0 such that for F > F0, n > n0, | cr(0) — pn * cr(0) |< e.

Since

<t(0) - Pn* cT(0) = f (1 - e-l"l/") rfMr(")
and | 1 - e~M/n |> ^ for | m|> «, we conclude that for any n> n0,T>
rt7-(F\[-«0,n0])<e

VF>F0.

F0,

D

Lemma 5.5 [7, Theorem 5.2]. Fei F ¿>efA<?
se? of bounded linear functionals I on 91t2
¡Aai can be represented as

(l,f) = Çi[~ffTTf(x)J(7)dx]jdp(T), /G91t2,
where g E 91t2, and p is a finitely additive regular Borel measure vanishing on bounded
subsets of R. Then L is norm dense in (91t2)*.

Let M2 = {/: supr>1 irf-rlfl2

< °°}> tnen ¿2(^) iS contained in Af2 and the

Marcinkiewicz space 91t2 can be identified with the quotient space M2/N where

N = {/: II/ II9fc2
= 0} [7,Proposition 2.4].
Theorem 5.6. Let $: A/2 -» A/2 be a linear mapping. Suppose $ defines a bounded
linear operator on 91t2c (we still use the notation $), and the restriction of <$>
on L2(R)
is bounded as an L2(R)-operator. Then $ is a multiplier on 91t2f if and only if:

(i) $ta = ta$ VA G R;

(ü) lirn^

¿/_"JXt-*(/)

- ®(XTf)\2 = 0,

where Xt 's me characteristic function of[-T,

F].

Proof. Suppose $ is a multiplier; it is clear that (i) is satisfied. To prove (ii), we
recall that in [8, Lemma 2.2] we proved that if p G A/, (the set of measures p E M
with / | x | d | ju | (x) < oo), then

lim
r^oo

1

/•OU
/-oo

2ff

\xMf)-*(xTf)\2

= 0-

Let {ju,,} be a sequence in Af, such that 4>M-» $ in the strong operator topology on
91t2c;hence for each/,

lim lim ^=/"r|($
n-oo

T-oo

¿1

-$)/|2

= 0.

J-T

We need only show that
1

(5-2)

F°°

lim lim — /

\(%„~

®)(xTf)\2 = 0.

By Theorem 5.2, {/!„} converges to 4> = <¡>
in the %(3 topology. Since

IT

/OO

I {%m- %„)(xTf) I2= //•CO Ifin - fimI ¿Mr.
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Lemma 5.4 and the %Q convergence of {$,, } implies that for any e > 0, there exists
F0, m0 such that for F > F0, m, n > m0,
/•CO
.
.
2F /OO \(%m-%.)UTf)\2<*-

That {$ } also converges to O in the strong operator topology on L2(R) implies

¿jTl(^-*)(Xr/)|2<«
and equality (5.2).
To prove the sufficiency, we will first show that

(5.3)

*(*•/)

= *(»•/

%ê4,

/G91t2f,

where L\ is the set of F2-functions on R with compact supports. Let A be the dense
set in 91t2* as in Lemma 5.5 and let / G A be represented by

(/,/>=

j™[^jj(x)gTx)dx}dp(T)

where g G 91t2 and ju is finitely additive, vanishes on bounded subsets of R.
/•oo 1

fTI

/*°°

\_

(/,(**)*g>=/ ^/J/_j_/<M*))/(>0^)g(*)¿*¿MF)
/OO

1

/.OO /

/-OO

.

-,-

\

2fj ao(jJ'{xAx)T_ys(x))-xAx)g(x)dx]jf(y)dydp(T)
(by (i), (ii) and the property of p)

/OO

1

^/

/-CO /

/-OO

-

\

(J[ xrWr.^W-^ixT-W«^))*]^)^^^)
($* is the adjoint operator of O on F2(F))

/OO

/OO

'i

.00

/oo

1
/-OO
.
2fJ_xAx)(s*f)ix)-$*(xT(x)g(x))dxdp(T)

]
2fj

/»OO

HxT-s*f)(x)-xT(x)g(x)dxdp(T)

]

—] /rT ®(s * f)(x)g(x)dxdp(T)
-, 27 j_t

(by (i) and the property of p)

= </,*(* */)>.
This implies that ($i)*/=$(s*/)
VsG4,/Ê
operator on 91t2c.Theorem 5.3(i) implies that
*(,./)

= *(,)./€

91t2c and 0(i) is a convolution

(i,/)-.

By taking (s„} to be a sequence with compact support and which converges to 80
weakly, we have IIsn * f —f II«^ -» 0 as n -* oo (see the proof of Theorem 2.3). This
implies that <!>(
/ ) G ( ta / > " and hence $ is subordinative, i.e. it is a multiplier. D
We conclude this subsection by a theorem concerning the norm of the multipliers.
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Theorem 5.7. Let O feea multiplier on 91t2cand let $" = <i>G Cb(R). Then

II$11^ =11**11
^ = 11*
II«,.
Proof. In [7, Theorem 2.4], we proved that if $ is a convolution operator on 91t2,
i.e. $ = 0^ for some p E M, then

II*,!!»»= II^H^(R)= HAILThe same proof holds for $M on 91t2c (we need only observe that the function /
constructed in [7,Lemma 2.3] is in fact in 91t2c). Hence IK^Hg^ = HAIL- Let
<¡>G Cb(R); there exists a bounded sequence pn such that fin -* <¡>uniformly on
compact subsets of R and lim„_00||jâ„IL = ll</>IL-By tne l°wer semicontinuity of
the norm with respect to the strong operator topology, we have II01| 9^2 « Il<j>
\\œ. On
the other hand, for any e > 0, there exists u0 such that | (¡>(u0)\> \\4>\\x — e. Let

/0 = e"*< • ) and g0 = W(f0), then Dgo= {8J and

ll*llii4>IIVoll= ll*-«oll
/

=

lim

1
t-

r00

\1/2

|<¡>(M)|2|g(M

+ e)-g(M-E)|2¿W

E-0+ \ 2eJ_x

= (fj4,(u)\2

I

d8UQ(u))W2
^ HW^ - e.

Hence ||$ || 9^2 = IlA IL- F°r tne norm of $ on C\Ç2,we observe that
1/2

||Og||%2 = lim [j- r
e-0

\ ¿l

I*(«) |21g(M+ e) - g(« - e) \2du)

•'-00

/

<II*II.-Ililk*.
i.e. ||0 || ey-2< 11^IL. By using the same argument as above, we have ||4»*|| > ll<f>IL
also. This completes the proof. □
(C) On 91t2. In [8, Theorem 2.6], we showed that the strong operator sequential
convergence and the norm convergence coincide on the space of convolution
operators. That is just a corollary of the following more complete theorem.

Theorem 5.8. Consider 6ÙX/2a class of operators on "i2 defined by multiplication;
then the strong operator topology and the topology of uniform convergence coincide.

Proof. It is clear from (2.1) that the topology of uniform convergence on ^^ is
stronger then the strong operator topology on %2. On the other hand let D be the set
of point mass measures 8r where r is any rational in R. Proposition 4.3 implies that

there exists an/ G 91t2(/will not be in 91t2) with Dg D D, where g = W(f). Hence
it follows from the same proof as Proposition 5.1 that
H</>-g||2r2 3= sup |<|>(w)|2.
11ER

This implies that the strong operator topology on %2 is stronger than the topology
of uniform convergence. D
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By Proposition 2.1 and Theorem 5.8 we have
Corollary
5.9. On the space of convolution operators on 91t2 the strong operator
topology and the norm topology coincide.

Note that the norm closure of the set {fi: p G Af} is a proper subset in Cb(R).
Hence the equivalent conditions in Theorem 5.3 will not hold on 91t2.

6. A Tauberian theorem.
Lemma 6.1. Let <j>be a multiplier on 91t2 such that O = pis nonvanishing on R. Let

/ G 91t2such that ||3>(/)ll = 0. Then g = W(f) satisfies
Um - (A | g(« + e) -g(w-e)

|2 du = 0 VA > 0.

e^o+ e J-A

Proof.

Since $ is a multiplier, (f>is continuous. For any A > 0 there exists a

Q > 0 such that | <f>(w)
|> Q for all u E [-A, A]. Hence

Q2

lim ^-/
2e

CA

\g(u + e) - g(u - £)\2du
If».
/oo

A
I4>(M)
P ' Is(u + e) ~ s(u ~ e) \2du

-00

= ||^íi*/)||^2<

l|ir||2-||^*/|||t2

= 0.

D

The following theorem generalizes a result of Wiener [16, Theorem 29 and

8, Theorem 4.3].
Theorem 6.2. Let $ be a multiplier on 91t2 such that $ = </>is nonvanishing. Let

/ G 91t2satisfy

lim -Lf>/|2

= 0.

Then for any multiplier ty on 91t2,

lim ^r|^/|2

r-oo

¿l

= 0.

J-T

Proof. Let \p — ¥ and let g = Wi f ). By Lemma 6.1, we have for any A > 0
1 fA
CA

lim+ tZ I

\t(u)\2-\g(u

+ e) - g(u-£)\2du

E—0 + Z£ •'-/I

< sup \\p(u)\2-

lim — /

|g(i< + e) - g(u - e)\2 du = 0

and
_

lim
A^oo

/•_/!

lim — 1
e_o+

/-OO

+ /
°°

| <//(") |2 ■|g(w + e) - g(u - e) \2 du

A

_

/.-A

=£ sup | ^(w) |2 • lim — 1
|u|>/<

e-0+

lE

-oo

f<x>

+ /

•'/I

| g(u + e) - g(u - e) |2 du = 0.
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The two estimations imply that II\pgII^2 = 0, i.e.

1

lim — fr|O/|2-0.

r_oo

D

¿1 J-T
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